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Introduction

- MPC Overview
- Potential to produce high octane motor gasoline
- Timetable
- Challenges
- Questions
Increasing the production of high octane gasoline would likely come from increased hydrocarbon gasoline component octane or from increased ethanol blending.

A combination of well-developed hydrocarbon processing technologies, including catalytic reforming, isomerization, and dehydrogenation/dimerization would likely be employed to increase the octane of blending components currently in the gasoline pool.

Product distribution and retail infrastructure currently exists to deliver a hydrocarbon based, high octane motor gasoline product.

Increased ethanol blending would likely require the construction of new ethanol manufacturing capacity, product distribution systems, and retail infrastructure.

A hydrocarbon based solution is both feasible and likely given the lower infrastructure requirements.
The timetable would likely run concurrently with the automotive fleet turnover given the minimal logistics infrastructure requirements and the capacity to initiate the increased production of high octane blends with limited capital investments.

As the market need for higher octane fuels increases, the refinery industry capital investments needed to produce the high octane gasoline blending components would likely proceed.

87 AKI gasoline would continue to be offered in parallel with the high octane gasoline until the automotive fleet is effectively turned over.

The current capacity to manufacture and deliver increased high octane gasoline allows the automotive fleet turnover to determine the pace of implementation.
Challenges

- The net carbon emission balance is unclear given the increased processing and energy required to manufacture either ethanol or higher octane hydrocarbon gasoline blending components.
- The increased processing at refineries will likely increase the aromatic content of the finished gasoline product while staying below current aromatic content specifications.
- Increased ethanol manufacturing and blending may increase formaldehyde emissions, ozone precursors, and Particulate Matter (PM).
- High octane motor gasoline will likely cost more to produce than 87 AKI gasoline.
- Misfueling the new high octane engines with 87 AKI gasoline is a concern.

*Both hydrocarbon and ethanol based solutions have issues and implications*
Questions

For both increased gasoline component octane and increased ethanol production:

- Is there a “well to wheels” carbon emissions benefit?
- What are the other environmental impacts?
- What are the economic impacts?